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ON HANDLEBODIES 
V. PO&ARU~ 
(Receiced 8 Mq, 1967) 
pl. INTRODUCTIOS-STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
THE SOLUTION of the generalized Poincare Conjecture (see, for example, [3], [4]) has roughly 
speaking, two distinct steps, a hard one, and an easy one: 
(i) From the homotopy assumptions on an n-homotopy disk A,, one deduces the 
existence of a certain type of handlebody decomposition for An. 
(ii) One shows that for that certain type of handlebody decomposition, the successive 
handles cancel (annihilate) each other. 
The reverse of step (i) (i.e. to deduce the homotopy type from a handle-decomposition) 
is trivial. The present paper, deals, roughly speakin g, with the reverse of step (ii). We start 
with a handle-body decomposition of D,, and we show that it has to be roughly, of that 
type mentioned in the end of step (i). 
We make things now more precise. First of ail, to avoid any confusion, all manifolds we 
consider are differentiable, compact, orientable. All maps considered are differentiable. 
We start by recalling some well-known definitions. We consider M,,, a compact manifold 
with boundary ?M, # 4 and k copies of D,, 
D,’ = D,’ x D;_* i=l,...,k 
where i. is some number 0 I i. I n. 
We consider 
i’D,’ = aD,i x D;-,: + D,’ x dDf_, = Si_l x Df_A + D,’ x Sf,_,_,. 
For each S:_, x DL_;I we give a differentiable embedding: 
fi=Si_, x D;_,-taiCI,. 
We assume that Imagefi A Imagefj = 4 (if i #j). We consider the differentiable manifold 
obtained by adding to M, the k handles of index L, D, x D,_, (i = 1, . . . , k), along fi 
(i= 1 ,...> k), and denote it by: 
fif” + (fi) + UJ + . . . -t u-A.). 0) 
tThis research has been supported by NSF Grant G.P. 6199, while rhe author was working at Northeastern 
University, Boston. 
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We will not distinguish between the handle-decomposition ( 1) and those which we can obtain 
from it by global isotopies of ZM,. We consider the following elementary sliding operation 
which can be performed on the handle-decomposition (1): We fix our attention on fi and 
fj,Say(i +j). 
We consider &I,, + (f,), and remark that: 
t(JI, + (fj)) = (d(M,) - lmfj + D,' X Si-L- 1 
f?(M, + (fj)) n dM, = Cl(L?M, - Image fj). 
We consider an isotopy 
such that: 
(3 : I -+ Emb (S:_ L x Dt-i -+ Z(Mtr, f (jj))) 
(i) Q(O) =L 
(ii) @( 1) =f/ E Emb (Si_ I x Dl-A + aAd,, - Imagefj) 
(iii) For O6_A = center of Oh_>. 
and some s0 E Sn_i_l, the isotopy: 
(P/S:_, x0~_,:1+Emb(S:_, ~O~_,=Sl_,-a(nl,+(f~))) 
“ sweeps exactly once across D,j x x0” (see [4], Lemma 2.4). By definition, the handle de- 
composition : 
IW, x (j-1) + . ‘. + u-i- 1) + K> + u-i+ 1) + . . . u;,> 0) 
is obtained from (I) by an elementary sliding. ((1) and (2) represent the same manifold.) 
By definition, two handle-decompositions 
lb/” + (fi) -i- . . . ui,) index fi = i (i = 1 ..* h) 
1Lf” + (Sl) + .*.(g/l) index gi = d (i = 1 . *. It) 
of the same manifold are equivalent if they can be obtained one from the other by a finite 
number of elementary sliding operations. 
In general we shall consider a handlebody decomposition: 
x, + Uif) + (_pi22) f Ui’) + . . . (I,:, 
with ij = indexfij. (And throughout the paper, we shall keep from now on the convention 
that the lower subscript is the index of the handlebody.) The expansion above, is as usually 
defined by induction, and strictly speaking it should be read 
(’ * * t(Cxn + (fit>> + (_fz)) + (_fi’,>> ’ ’ ’ ) + CA:>>. 
A handle decomposition like (I), where all indices are the same, and the images of SI_l 
x D,_j_ two by two disjoint, will be called proper. (Then we do not need prentices.) All 
handlebody-decompositions of the type 
x, + (92’) + (gz2) + . . . (gzk) index (gti) = 2 
considered in this paper will be proper. The notion of equivalence, defined before, refers, 
strictly, to proper handlebody decompositions. 
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We need, for general handlebody decompositions, a more general notion. isomorphism, 
which will have the property that two proper handlebody decompositions are isomorphic 
if and only if they are equivalent. (Isomorphism will be also an equivalence relation.) 
So. let us consider two general handlebody decompositions, y and @: (of the same 
manifold) 
cp : x, = I:, + (j;:, + . . f (fi:, 
(p : X” = Yn + (Xi, + . . + (fi:,. 
By definition, cp and @ are isomorphic if the following thing happens: ,?/, is obtained from 
ht through a global isotopy of aY,. (This in particular gives a canonical diffeomorphism 
S( y, + (I$) = Z(y, + (fit,.) 
Ai is obtained from xf through a global isotopy of z( Y, + (A:)) = 3( Y, + (Ti:)) 
(canonical diffeomorphism). This, in particular , gives rise to a canonical diffeomorphism: 
a( K:, + <hit) + <ft)) = ?(K + (fin> + (.f~))). 
We reserve the name: “ cp is iclentical to cp’ ” for the folIoicing stronger notion: 
for each j:d; =fl; (maybe up to an isotopy in Si,_L x D”_ij). 
Dejnition 1. We denote by T(n, k) the differentiable manifold: (We denote by # the 
connectedsum) 
T(n,k)=(S, x D,_,)#...#(S, x D,_,)=D,+(~‘)+...+(f‘~> 
5 / 
k times 
(indexf’=lfori=l,...,k) (T(II, 0) = D,). 
Definition 2. A handlebody decomposition : 
T(n, k) + Cg’) -t . . . + (9’) 
with h<k, indexg’=2 (for i= l,..., 11) is called strictly tririaf if there exists a handle- 
decomposition : 
such that: 
T(n, k) = D, + (f’) + . . . + (f”) (index/” = 1) 
(i) gi(S,’ x o:_~) nfi(olj x Sh-2) = #J ifi#j 
(ii) gi(S,’ x oi-,) nf’(0,’ x SL-,) (i= 1 2 . . . . iI> 
contains exactly one point, and the intersection is transversal. 
Dejinitiorz 3. Let us consider a handle of index 2, 40: S, x D,_? -+ 8X, added to the 
manifold X, . We shall say that 50 is contractible if there exists an embedding 
F: D, x D,_, -+8X, 
such that, if S, x Z is the tubular neighborhood of S, = SD1 in D2, then 
F/S, x Ix D,_, =FIS, x (Ix D,_,)=rp. 
R-1 
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When we shall start with a handlebody decomposition 
I;, = X, f (/.zl) + . . . i- (jy) (index/l’) = 2 
and add to it a contractible handle cp: 
Y” # (.s? x D”_I) = Y, + (cp) = x, + (fl’, i . . . f cf:“, 
we shall always assume that 
Image F c 2X, - u Image (fii). 
Similarly, when we add several contractible handles (of index 2). 
Dejnition 4. Let us consider the strictly trivial handlebody decomposition: 
D, = (S, x D,,-,) + (It/l’) 
where $I? ’ is a handle of index 2. obtained as follows: We consider 
i;D, = .Sn_2 = D,’ + D,- (northern + southern hemispheres) 
and 
@I’ = S, x D,_, -+ S, x D,:_? (natural diffeomorphism) 
We can form the connected sum of the handlebody decomposition 
x, = T(n, k) + (gz’) + . . . + (g2’Y 
with 
D, = (S, x On-,) + ($1’) = T(n, 1) + ($1’) 
and get a new handlebody decomposition of X, : 
X” = T(n, k + 1) + (gzl) + . . . + (g2h) + ($1°) 
(compare with section 4 where the operation p is defined). 
A handlebody decomposition Q: 
CD: x, = T(i7, k) + (g2l) + . . . + (g1”) 
(index (gli) = 2, h < k) iscalled triciul if the following situation occurs: after adding (to Q) p 
contractible 2-handles and making its connected sum with 4 copies of the handlebody 
decomposition 
D, = (S, x 4-J + (ii/z’) 
we obtain a handlebody decomposition: 
Y : X” # (S, x D”_Z) # ... # (Sz x D”_2) 
ptimes 
= T(n, k + q) + (j-2’) + ... + (f;+p+q) 
which is equivalent, to a handlebody decomposition Y’, which can be described as follows: 
Y’ is obtained by adding p contractible handles to a trivial handlebody decomposition: 
T(n, k + q) + (I,‘) + . *. + ([:+q). 
We can state now our main result: 
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THEOREM A. Let X, be a differentiable manifold Itith a handlebody decomposition: 
X, = T(n. k) + (9’) 4 . . + (g’), n23 
brhere k, 12 0, iudes (gi) 2 3 (i = 1, . . . , I). Assume also that X, admits a handle decompos- 
ition : 
x, = T(n, m) + (j-1) + * . *(f”) (3) 
bvith m 2 p 2 0, index (f“) = 2 (i = 1, . . , p). Then the handle-decomposition (3) is 
tricial. 
COROLLARY B. ” Any handlebody decompositiotr of D, , of the form: 
D, = T(n, m) + (f’) + . . . + Cf”‘) 
index fi = 2 (i = 1, . . . , m) is trivial. 
Remark 1. For tz = 2 the theorem and corollary become trivial. 
Problem. Can one replace trivial, by strictly trivial, in the statements above? (at least 
for n = 3 ?) 
The idea of the proof is the following: 
We consider the space J/(X,) of C” functions X, + R (with the C’topology). This is a 
connected set, and any two handle-decompositions of X, induce (roughly speaking) two 
“generic” elementsf, g E A(X,). f and g can be joined by a generic arc in A(X,); i.e. one 
can go from one handle-decomposition to another by a “one parameter” family of handle- 
decompositions of a certain type. Handlebody decompositions are “catastrophically 
changed” during the process, but nevertheless some things remain invariant, and that 
enables ~1s to get Theorem A. We remark that our results do not require n 2 5. 
$2. THE SPACE .M(X.) 
The proofs of the statements in this paragraph will be contained in a forthcoming 
paper by Cerf [I]. Let X, be a compact differentiable manifold and A(X,) the space of 
differentiable functions X, --f R, endowed with the CP-topology (p large). Inside -d/(X,) we 
consider the subset 
Morse (X,) t A(X,) 
of Morse (i.e. generic) functions. We recall that a functionf: X, --$ R is a Morse function if 
it has only nondegenerate critical points, and the critical values separate the critical points. 
Morse (X,) is open and dense in A(X,). Let us denote by F(X,) the closed subset of 
non-generic functions: 
F(X,) = Jrt(X,) - Morse (X,). 
Let us consider inside F(X,) the subset F,(X,) + R, which fulfill one of the following two 
requirements: 
(Type a) Eitherfhas only nondegenerate critical points but there are exactly two critical 
points c,, c2 such thatf(c,) = f(cz), or 
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(Type b) The critical vaiues off separate the critical points and all the critical points 
are nondegenerate, except for one and in the neighborhood of that onef‘can be written (after 
a convenient coordinate change) in the following form: 
f=c+&l~,*+&2X22+.‘~+&“_1X,Z_,i~,3 EL= +I. 
Let us denote by F2(Xn) = F(X,) - F,(X,). 
One can show that F,(X,J is open and dense in F(X,). Moreover “F1(X,) is of co- 
dimension 1 in &?(XJ ” which means: for every p E F,(X,) there exists neighborhoods U of 
p in F,(X,), V of p in &(X,) such that : 
(i) V n F(X,) = U 
(ii) There is a homeomorphism 
mapping U into U x 0. 
Also, “ F,(X,J is of codimension < 2 in &‘(XJ ” which means : every arc IY : I + &‘(X,) such 
that 4% a(l) 4 F2(Xn) can be approximated by an arc p : I + Jlt(X,) such that p(O) = a(O), 
B(l) = a(l), B(I) n FAX3 = 4. 
At this stage it is maybe convenient to talk about a “ differentiable ” structure for 
&(X,). This can be done either in the language of Banach-manifolds, or, more simply, for 
our purposes, in the following way: 
If Y is a differentiable manifold and g: Y --f .k;/(X,,) a map, g will be called differentiabfe 
if the induce function Y x X, --+ R is differentiable. By definition, continuous maps which 
preserve differentiable maps Y -+ . . . (various differentiable manifolds Y), are differentiable. 
A generic arc a : I -+ J&(X,) is, by definition, a differentiable map I -+ &(X,) such that : 
(i) a(o), a(1) E Morse (X,,) 
(ii) a(l) n F2(Xn) = 4 
(iii) a(l) n F,(XJ consists of exactly a finite number of points (the singular points 
of a) and at each of these points, a cuts F,(X,) transt’ersalfy (this makes sense 
because of the fact that codim F,(X,) = 1; see the precise definition of this, above). 
Since JZ(X,) is connected, an obvious application of transversality theory tells us: 
LEMMA 1. “If a(o), a(l) E Morse(X,), there exi.Us a generic arc a: I+ &(X3 joining 
a(o) and a(1). 
We remark that if a(I) n F(X,) = 4, then ~(0) and r(l) are the same, up to a diffeo- 
morphism of X, . 
We want to describe generic arcs, and for this purpose we recall the connection in 
between Morse functions and handle-adding(see [S]). From now on, 1c.e consider onlyfunctions 
X, + R which are constant on each arcwise connected component of 8X,, and for them, 
everything we said before, still applies. (For example, they still form an arcwise connected 
set because, if f, g E A(X,) are constant on each arcwise connected component of 2X,, so 
is tf + (1 - t)g for each o I t 5 1.) 
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Iff: X, + R is a Morse function, we can attach to it a handle decomposition of X,: 
@(f) : x, = 4 + (d,) f GdJ + . * * + (cp,“,> 
where ii = index (cp!, and where i,, i, , . . . , i, is exactly the sequence of the indexes of the 
critical points off, ordered after their increasing values. 
Conversely, if 
9: X, = 4 + <$/,) + ... + (lc/f,, (4) 
(index (${,) = ii) is a handle decomposition of X,, we can attach to it a Morse function 
Y(IC/):X,-+Rsuchthati,,... , i, is exactly the sequence of the indexes of the critical points 
of Y(+), ordered after their increasing values. Y($) is uniquely determined up to a diffeo- 
morphism of X,. 
Conversely a(f) is uniquely determined up to “ isomorphism.” Up to isomorphism, 
of diffeomorphism, we have: 
Y@(f) =f? QVCP) = cp. 
We can describe now the generic arc, “locally” (locally in the parameter space). As 
long as r(r) does not meet F(X,), @(r(t)) does not change, up to isomorphism. 
If z(f,) E F,(X,) is of the type (a) then one passes from @(sc(f, - E)) to @(z(to + E)) 
as follows: 
@(a(rO - E)) (up to isomorphism) is: 
X, = a + (VP;‘,) + (%Q + * * . + (44,) + (cpf:,‘;) + * . . + (P,:,> 
and Image (vi’) n Image (cpf,::) = Cp (inside a(4 + (q/J + a.. + (cpi,::)). 
@@(to + E)) is: 
x, = 4 + (cpi’,) + *. . + (&f) + <cpi,:t> f cd,> + (Pl:+5) + -* - + (44,). 
(“ interchanging two handles, i.e. two critical values.“) 
If a(t,) E F(X,) is of the type (b) then arc passes from @(a(&, - 8)) to Q(a(t, + E)) 
either by canceling two successive handles of index i, i + 1 (see Lemma 2.2 in [4]), or by insert- 
ing in between two consecutive handles a new pair of handles, which are cancelling each 
other. 
A convenient geometrical picture for a(r) is a Cerf diagram, which is obtained as follows: 
for each l(r) we consider in the (t, x)-plane the set (t, c,), (t, CJ . . . where ci are the various 
critical values of (r(t)). By varying t E I we get a set A(r) c (I, x)-plane, which we call a 
Cerf diagram. A(E) is essentially of the graph of a family of curves with a well-defined pro- 
jection rc: A(z) -+ r-axis (x(2, c) = t). Ifa(f, - E, t, + E) n F(X,) = 4, then n-‘(t,, - E, t, + E) 
is a disjoint family of graphs of curves ci = c,(t). Corresponding to points in r(r) A F(X,) 
of type (a) or (b), A(a) has cmssingpoints or cusps. (Birth or death points forpairs of mutually 
cancelling handles.) 
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$3. THE >lAlN COSSTRLCTIOS 
We shall start with some handlebody decomposition: 
$9 : X = Q, + (qq) + (cp?J + . . + (q$) (X, connected). 
We shall attach to cp another (proper) handelbody decomposition: 
qcp): Y, = T(R, 1) + ($1) + . . . + (+m) (index t/i = 1) 
determined up to equivalence (see Section I). 
For this purpose, we recall the following standard 
Assume one has a handlebody decomposition: 
Mn = N, + (vi’) + (Tj’) 
fact from handlebody theory: 
.i I i 
then up to isomorphism (more precisely up to isotop) in Ll(N, + (pi’)) one can assume that 
Image ((pj'(S3-1 X D,'-j))c d(lV,, +(cpi'))n dN,. (5) 
We retail that this isperformed by sliding (pj2($_ I x o,‘_ j) across Di’ x Sb_ , c ?(N,, + (cp,‘)), 
which is possible since j - 1 < i. 
In usual terms, this means that ‘pi2 can be isotoped (inside S(N, + (vi’))) to a (pj2 
which has property (5) and 
Nn + (Vi’> + (~j2~is~mo~h~m(P21) + (cPj’> ~_$J+$~{~~ + (Vi’). 
I 
Our problem is how much is ‘pj2 determined (up to isotopy in ailr,). 
LEMMA 2. If j = 2, i > 2, then the isotopy class of ‘pjz in ZN,, is uniquely determined, 
Proof. For n = 3 the lemma is trivial. For n 2 4 the lemma can be easily reduced to the 
proof of the following local situation: 
PROPOSITION. Let us consider R, = Ri x R,._ i, n 2 4, i 2 3 and in the R,-space the two 
concentric disks d, c Di of boundaries s,_~ and Si_l. Let us consider t\\,o embeddings: 
f, g: I x D,_, + R, - (di x R,_,) such that: 
(i) f[x x D,_, =g(x x D,_, for .‘c = 0 or 1 
(ii) f(l x o), g(l x 0) c Si_r x 0 o E R,_, 
(iii) f and g are isotopic (keepingfl aI x D,_, = g 121 x D,,-l fixed) in R,. 
Then f, g are isotopic (keeping the boundaryfi.ued, again) in R, - (di x R,_J. 
The proof is immediate. f ( I x o and CJ 1 Z x o are clearly isotopic, keeping the boundary 
fixed (since they are homotopic, being contained in Si_,, i - 1 2 2, and ?I 2 4). So the only 
problem is about the normal handle, which is determined by an element in x,(0,_,) = 2, , 
independently of the fact that we consider R, on R, - (di x R,_i) (see [2]). 
We have also the trivial lemma: 
LEMMA 3. If j = 1, i > 1 then the isotopy class of qj2 in alv, is uniquely determined. 
Remark. Statements like Lemmas 2,3 are not true, in general, for allj’s.This motivates 
the choice of dimensions in our Theorem A. 
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Sow r(q) is defined as follows: through the handle-permutation procedure which we 
have recalled before, in the handle-decomposition (4) (q: X, = 4 + (v:,> + ...) we can 
push the handles of index o in front of all the others, afterwards the handles of index 1, 
and afterwards the handles of index 2. We get a new handle-decomposition: 
$ : Y = $ + ($70’) + . . + (rp,“) + bJ$) + . . . + (cplP> 
. / . / 
handles of index 0 index 1 
+ (II/‘) + . . . + (rl/“) i (Handles of index > 2). (6) 
. 
index 2 
Since X, is assumed connected, fl - r = 12 0, and 
d, f (PO’) + ‘. + (cpl’) + . . + (cplD) = T(n, I). 
By Lemma 2, independently of the way in which we have permuted the handles of cp, the 
handle-decomposition: 
r,, = T(rr, 1) + ($I> + ’ . + (ljb”) 
is uniquely defined, up to isomorphism. By definition, this is r(q). 
Clearly if J/ is the handle decomposition: 
li/: X,, = T(n, f) + ($,I) + ... + (tl/?“) f (handles of index > 2) 
then I-($) is the handle-decomposition 
TOI, r> + ($?I) + . . . + (tiz”). 
Or, alternatively T-r(+) =r($). 
We want to study now the effect of a generic path in the space of Morse functions on 
the operation r. But before that we need some more preparation. 
04. +-HANDLE-DECOMPOSITIONS 
To simplify the language we shall call from now on a [proper) handle-decomposition of 
the form: 
T(n, r> -t ($I) + . ‘. f (l/P) index (tii) = 2 
a *-hatde-decottzpositiotz. (T(q) is a *-handle-decomposition.) In section 1 we have defined 
an equivalence relation for *-handle-decompositions. 
Let 4 be a *-handle-decomposition: 
cp: Y = T(n, I) + ($1) i . . . -I- (ty). 
We consider also the *-handle-decomposition 
tb:D,=S, x 0,+($) (see Section 1) 
where dD, = S,_, = D,T_ I + DC- 1 = northern hemisphere + southern hemisphere, and $ 
is the handle of index 1 given by: 
+: S, x D,_, + S, x D,+_1 
nnturol diffeomorphism 
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We define a new *-handle-decomposition 
P(V): K = u-h r) R (S, x R>> + (ti’> + . . . + ($‘I + ($>. (7) 
It is understood here that # is the connected sum of the two manifolds with boundary 
T(n, f) and (S, x 0.) and that this connected sum is defined by two (n - I)-disks in GT(n, 1) 
and d(S, x D.), not touching Image (@), Image ($), respectively. 
If n 2 4 then p(q) is uniquely determined, (“up to identity”) as a *-handlebody- 
decomposition (we observe that: 
T(n, 0 # (S, x D,) = T(n, 1 + 1)) 
but if n = 3 this is not necessarily so, since dT(3,r) - u Image (ii/i) is not necessarily con- 
nected. But one checks that the equivalence class of p(q) is uniquely determined (one checks 
this by sliding the $“s over II/ in formula (7)). 
So if n 2 4, p(q) will be defined as a *-handlebody decomposition, but if tl = 3 only as an 
equivalence class of *-handlebody decompositions. 
It is clear, anyway, that if cp and cp’ are equivalent *-handlebody decompositions, then 
p(q) and p(cp’) are equivalent (since the # does not affect the slidings of cp + cp’). 
We give the following lemma which will not be used afterwards in this paper (but is a 
step in replacing “ trivial” by “ strictly trivial ” in our main Theorem and corollary). 
LEMMA 4. Let us consider a *-handlebody decomposition: 
cp: Y” = T(n, k) + ($‘> i- . . - -k ($“> tz I k 
and the *-handlebody decomposition p(q), which ,ve denote (for convenience) by: 
p(p): Y,, = T(n, k + 1) + ($O) + . . . + (t+b”>. 
Then cp if strictly trivial if and only ifp(cp) is strictly trivial. 
Remark. In our present situation the ambiguity in the definition of p(q) for n = 1 
vanishes. So this lemma refers to *-handlebody decompositions, not just to equivalence 
classes. 
Proof. If cp is strictly trivial, then p(q) is strictly trivial. 
Let us assume that p(q) is strictly trivial. That means, precisely, the following thing: 
in T(n, k + l), there exists h + 1 disks of dimension n: Dno, . . . , Dnh such that: 
(a) D,’ n dT(n, k + 1) = dD,’ and the intersection is transversal. 
(b) By “cutting” T(n, k + 1) along the D,i’s, we get exactly T(n, k - h) (and more 
generally by cutting T(n, k + 1) along any subset of (s + l)-elements of the D,=‘s 
a T(n, k - s)). 
(c) Si_, A @(S, x o) = (p if i #jand exactly a point if i = j. The intersection is trans- 
versal. (Si_, = JD,‘). 
We would like to prove a similar fact for cp. Let us denote by 0, the result of cutting 
T(rz, k + 1) along D,‘. We remark that the sets $i(S,i x Db-,) are naturally embedded in 
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20,. If we can prove that there exists a diffeomorphism of pairs: 
(O,, u Image I/J’) 5 (2-(/r, k + I), u Image tii), 
which induces the identity on u Image ii everything would be finished. We can realize g 
as the composition of the followin g two diffeomorphisms, which induce the identityzon 
u Image $‘. 
I. The diffeomorphism: 
T(/I. k) = T(n. k) # D, = TCn, k) # ((S, x D,) + (IL’)) = T(n, k + 1) R ($O) 
II. The diffeomorphism: 
O. = 0, # D, = 0, # (D,,’ + nbd D;- J = T(n, k + 1) # ($O) 
(we denote here by nbd Dt_I a tubular neighborhood of Df,-1 in T(n, k + 1)). 
This finishes the proof of Lemma 4. 
Problem. If p(q) is equivalent to a strictly trivial handlebody decomposition, is then cp 
strictly trivial (or at least equivalent to a strictly trivial handlebody decomposition)? 
LEMMA 5. Let us consider the same conditions as in lemma 4. Then cp is trivial if and on/y 
if p(cp) is trivial. 
Remark. This is now a lemma about equivalence classes. It is not a consequence of 
Lemma 4, but a much easier fact. 
Proof. If cp is trivial, that means that after adding to it q contractible handles (f’), . . . , 
(fq) and applying the operation p, p times, we get a handlebody decomposition cp’ which is 
equivalent to a handle-decomposition cp” obtained by adding q contractible handles to a 
trivial handlebody decomposition. But cp’ can be obtained from p(q) by adding the contrac- 
tible handles (f’), . . . , (f”) and applying p (p - 1) times. So p(q) is trivial. 
One can reverse the argument and prove that if p(q) is trivial, so is cp. 
We also have : 
LEMMA 6. Let cp be a *-handle-decomposition and let us denote by y(cp) the *-handle- 
decomposition obtainedfrom it by adding one contractible handle to q. 
cp is trivial if and only if y(q) is trivial. 
The proof is deduced directly from the definition, like the proof of Lemma 5. 
$5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM A 
We need three lemmas. These lemmas will refer to a generic path cr: I-, (X,). 
LEMMA 7. Zf a(Z) has no singular points, then T(@(a(O))) and T(Q(a(1))) are equivalent. 
LEMMA 8. Zfr(Z) has exactly ooze singular point t, E int Z, sue/z that a(to) E F,(X,) is of 
type (a) (see Section 2), then T(Q(a(0))) and lI(a?(a(l))) are equivalent. 
LEMMA 9. If a(Z) has exactly one singular point t, E Z, such that a(to) E Z,(X,) is of type 
(b), then one of the following&e situations occurs: 
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(9.1) T(Q(r(0))) = r(Q(cx( 1))) (“ = ” means equivalence) 
(9.2) g(T(@(z(o)))) = T(m(r(l))) 
(9.3) L-(@+(O))) = r(r(Q(g(l)))) 
(see notation of Lemma 6) 
(9.4) dwww) = ww 1))) 
(9.5) www) = dww)))). 
Before we give the proof of these lemmas, let us show how they imply Theorem A (Corol- 
lary B is afterwards an immediate consequence). 
Let US consider the two handlebody decompositions of X,, from the statement of 
Theorem A : 
cp: x, = T(n,k) + (gl) + *.* + (gl) (index (gi) 2 3) 
cp’:X,=T(n,m)+(f’)+*.-+(fP) O<p<m, 
indexf i = 2. 
We consider the *-handlebody decomposition : l-‘(q) = T(n, k) which is (strictly) 
trivial and T(cp’) = cp’. We consider the Morse functions Y(cp) and Y(q’) (together with the 
handlebody decompositions attached to them: 
@(Y(V)) = CPI @(Y(cp’)) = cp’). 
Y(q) and Y(cp’) can be joined in ,ft(X,) by a generic arc a(: I+ ,H(X,,) with cc(O) = Y(q), 
a(1) = Y(cp’). We consider the various r(@(rx(t))) = r(t) for t E Z. r(t) is a family of *-handle- 
decompositions which is constant as long as t does not pass through a singular value, where 
r(t) gets changed by equivalence or one of the operations p, y. r(0) = T(n, k) is trivial 
hence so is T(l) = cp’. This completes the proof of Theorem A, provided that Lemmas 7, 8 
and 9 are proved. 
Proof of Lemmas 7 and 8. Lemmas 7 and 8 amount to prove that If cp is a handle- 
decomposition, then the equivalence class of the *-handle-decomposition T(cp) is completely 
determined by the equivalence class of cp. This can be reduced to Lemma 2 and the following 
fact: suppose we have a handle-decomposition 
y:N” + ($i> +($J where index ($J = i 2 2. 
By sliding ($J over (I,/I~) we get an embedding. 
tJ2 : S, x D, _ 2 --t &Vn (whose isotopy class, by Lemma 2, is unique). Suppose we change 
IJ up to equivalence, first, i.e. isotop lcli and then isotop $2. After that slide til over $i to 
get an embedding $*: S, x D,_, --) l?N, . The embeddings G2 and$* are isotopic (and this is 
easily checked). The case when one permutes a handle of index 1 with a handle of index 2 
is trivial. 
Proof ofLemma 9. Cases 9.2 (and 9.3) correspond to the creation (annihilation) of a 
pair of mutually cancelling handles of index 2 and 3. Cases 9.4 (and 9.5) correspond to the 
creation (annihilation) of a pair of mutually cancelling handles of index 1 and 2. 
The rest of creations and/or annihilations of pairs of mutually cancelling handles, 
correspond to the case 9.1. 
ON HASDLEBOOIES IS1 
To give the proof, we have to describe more explicitly what a creation (and ‘or an 
annihilation) of a pair of mutually cancelling handles means. 
Suppose we have a handlebody decomposition 
cp : ‘Y, = T(r1, in) + (rp!,) + (q+) + . ” + ((&). 
(For simplicity we shall omit the indexes ij, from now on.) Let Y, be: 
Y,=T(n,rn)+(cp’)f...+(cp’) (5) 
We consider a succession of 2 handles added to (8) 
7-(/I, 172) + (cp') f . . . + (Tl) + ($i) + ($i+l) (9) 
where vve assume that 
Oi X Sn-i-l c d(Di X D,r_i) n d(T(n, m) + (Cp’) + .” + ($i)) 
and $i+I(Si x o,_~_~) have exactly one point in common and the intersection is transversal. 
It is well-known (see [4]) that (9) and (8) represent diffeomorphic manifolds, SO it makes 
sense to consider the new handlebody decomposition of X, (which as far as ((p”‘), . , are 
concerned, is defined only up to isomorphism) : 
Cp’ : X, = T(n, m) + (Cp’) + . ” + (Cp’) + (l~i) + (pi+ I) + (‘pfi ‘) + ” ’ + (rf”)’ (10) 
That is the creation of a pair of mutually cancelling handles of index i, i + 1 (and comersely 
passing from (10) to (8) is an annihilation). 
Now up to isomorphism (more precisely up to an isotopy of [hiI $i + l)t cp’ can be 
described much nicer. We remark that the definition of a cotgtractible handle, which was 
given in Section I, for handles of index 2, makes sense, in general, for handles of index i. 
Up to isotopy, we can always assume that I!I~ is added directly to dT(n, nz), that it is contract- 
ible, which means in particular that tii(Si _ I x o,_~) bounds an i-disk Ai c iT(~r, III). 
Moreover, up to izotopy we may assume that 
It/i+ l(Si X On-i_ 1) = Ai + Di X W”_i O,,_i E S,_i-l 
(this last formula has to be slightly modified to become completely correct, but its meaning 
is nevertheless clear). 
With this new interpretation of lb;9 tii+t, after isotopy (i.e. equivalence) the proof of 
our lemma is trivial. 
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